with both the number of MIPs and the number of MOPs, but MIPs increased similarity more than MOPs did. Thus, features may be compared both within and across dimensions, but it appears that within-dimension comparisons have a greater influence on perceived similarity--that is, MIPs are weighted higher than MOPs in the similarity computation.
In a series of studies examining the similarity comparison process, Markman and Gentner (1993a) asked subjects to first judge the similarity between two scenes and then to select the object in one scene that best corresponded with an object in the other scene. They found that these subjects were more likely to base their correspondences on the relational structure of the objects than on surface feature matches, relative to subjects who had not first performed the similarity judgment. For example, one scene portrayed a woman feeding a squirrel. Another scene pictured a woman receiving food from a food bank. Subjects who had first rated the similarity of these two scenes were more likely to match the woman in the second scene with the squirrel in the first scene, because both were recipients, than with the woman in the first scene, because they were both women. To align the objects on the basis of their relational structure required decomposing the scene into objects, analyzing the dimensions of each object, and aligning the objects on the basis of corresponding dimensions (in this case, giver and recipient). Subjects who had previously evaluated the similarity of the scenes must have completed this alignment process during the similarity comparison and then used the aligned structures in the selection task. This work, along with that of Goldstone, supports the notion that alignment is an important component of similarity comparisons.
Alignment plays a role in many conceptual processes that involve similarity, including analogical reasoning (Gentner, 1983; Holyoak & Thagard, 1989) and inductive inference (Lassaline, 1996) . As we discuss below, current theories of categorization do not fully implement the alignment process developed in the similarity literature. Thus, in this article, we investigate whether such a process is involved in category learning. More specifically, because the ease with which categories are learned is influenced by within-and betweencategory similarity, and, as Goldstone and Medin (1994a; Goldstone, 1994) have shown, similarity is affected by the number of aligned and nonaligned feature matches between objects being compared, we predicted that the number of aligned and nonaligned feature matches both within and between categories should have an effect on category learning.
The claim that good categories have high within-category similarity and low between-category similarity is not sufficient to motivate these predictions, however. If alignment influences category learning, this suggests that stimuli are being compared in some way during category learning. What kind of comparisons go on during learning? This question would require a model of category learning to answer completely, so we do not give a full answer here. However, it seems clear that two kinds of comparisons may be involved in most category learning. First, especially during initial learning, subjects are probably directly comparing stimuli that they encounter. That is, after receiving the first few items and feedback on their membership, subjects no doubt compare the items and try to identify similarities and differences that could account for their categorizations. Even later in learning, items that are learned at about the same time are probably compared. There is empirical evidence from the work of Ross and his colleagues that people do compare individual items when one item reminds them of the other and that they use these comparisons to form generalizations about the category (Ross, Perkins, & Tenpenny, 1990; Spalding & Ross, 1994) . Furthermore, there is evidence that learners are likely to notice properties that are common to adjacent items in a learning sequence and to use them in recognition or categorization judgments (Medin & Bettger, 1994; Wattenmaker, 1993) . Such results suggest that the adjacent items are being compared and that generalizations about the category are formed during such comparisons.
A second type of comparison is between an item and the category representation. Once subjects form a notion of what the category is like (assuming they do----of. Medin& Schaffer, 1978) , they may compare each item to that representation to make a categorization decision. Upon receiving feedback, they can make that comparison again in order to update the category representation. It seems very likely that such comparisons would use alignment in the same way that item-to-item comparisons do. In comparing a new animal to its category representation, one compares the head of the exemplar to the head information of the category as a whole, the number of legs of the exemplar to the number of legs of the category, and so forth.
In short, it seems likely that comparisons are involved in category learning one way or another. If exemplars are compared, then aligmnent processes of the sort found in the similarity literature (e.g., Markman & Gentner, 1993a; Medin et al., 1993) may occur here as well. If exemplars are compared to category representations, it seems likely that alignment would again be involved, though there is no specific prior empirical finding to verify this. Thus, the present experiments looked for evidence of alignment in the category learning process.
The evidence we sought for alignment was evidence that people distinguish aligned and nonaligned features in learning--that is, that they distinguish MIPs and MOPs. This would reveal whether subjects attend to the dimensional structure while learning which features are associated to categories. If concept learning follows similarity judgments, learners should give the most weight to MIPs but still should give some weight to MOPs in their category representations. Experiments 1 and 3 considered whether MIPs were weighted more than MOPs during learning. For example, if two items have blue hair, does this help subjects learn that they are in the same category, compared with one item with blue hair and another with blue eyes? Experiments 2 and 4 examined whether MOPs are noticed and used at all during learning. For example, does it help for some members of a category to have blue eyes, whereas other members have blue hair? Or are the eyes and hair dimensions treated as incomparable, so that matching features across dimensions does not have any effect?
The other aspect of category structure that we manipulated was within-category and between-category relations. In general, overlapping features within a category would be expected to help category learning, but overlapping features between categories would be expected to hamper learning. So, if MIPs are more salient than MOPs, then the presence of MIPs within the same category should help more than MOPs do, but the presence of MIPs across categories should hurt more than MOPs do. Similarly, if MOPs have some influence on similarity, within-category MOPs should help category learning more than do nonmatching features, but MOPs that cross category boundaries should hurt more than do nonmatches. Experiments 1 and 2 examined withincategory relations, and Experiments 3 and 4 examined between-category relations.
We contrast the alignment view with two general classes of category-learning models, which differ in their representational assumptions: feature models (e.g., Rosch & Mervis, 1975; Tversky, 1977) and attribute/value models (e.g., Estes, 1994; Merlin & Schaffer, 1978) . The feature and attribute/ value models were developed before the more recent work on similarity was published, and so they did not explicitly address the issue of alignment. Nonetheless, on a straightforward reading they suggest different views of dimensional structure.
To begin with feature models, consider the family resemblance model of Rosch and Mervis (1975;  and see also Smith & Medin, 1981, eh. 4) . This model simply counts the number of matching features within and between categories. There is no mention of dimensional structure, and so it would appear to predict no difference between aligned and nonaligned matches (MIPs and MOPs). Further, this model would predict that MOPs should have an effect above and beyond noumatching features. More generally, any model that simply ignores dimensional structure would tend to predict no difference between MIPs and MOPs but would predict that any kind of match is better than no match.
Having said this, we should note that feature models could certainly be augmented so as to include dimensional structure in their features. The fact that Rosch and Mervis (1975) or Rosch et al. (1976) , say, did not provide information on feature structure does not necessarily mean that they intended to commit themselves to unstructured feature lists. Indeed, dimensional structure is sometimes reflected in their feature lists, by attributes such as "four legs" or "blue eyes," in which a dimension and value are both mentioned, at least implicitly (e.g., "number of legs: four"). However, we continue to refer to the "feature model" as using an unstructured list of features, in part because such theories provide no direction for how feature structure might be accommodated. Also, a simple feature list is somewhat plausible for the items to be tested in our experiments and would be sufficient to categorize the items. In the General Discussion, however, we discuss ways of augmenting feature theories so as to encompass our results.
In contrast, attribute/value models of categorization assume that stimuli are strictly structured according to their dimensions. For example, Medin and Schaffer's (1978) context model computes similarity by counting overlapping features within each dimension separately Thus, only aligned feature matches influence categorization. Subsequent models based on the context model generally have the same property (e.g., Kruschke, 1992; Nosofsky, 1986) . Although these models assume exemplar representations of categories, this is not essential; for example, connectionist models that identify features by their location in a stimulus array also have an attribute/value structure, since values of different locations in the array are not "compared" (e.g., Anderson & Murphy, 1985; Estes, 1994) . The critical property is that items are strictly divided up into dimension-value pairs, and comparison only takes place within dimensions. For all such models, MIPs are predicted to be much more important than MOPs. In fact, MOPs should not have any influence on category learning because they can only be identified by comparing the values of different dimensions, which is never done.
To be fair, such models have often been applied to stimuli in which different dimensions had qualitatively different features that could not be matched. For example, if one uses dimensions such as color, size, and shape, there is no possibility of a MOP, since no value on the color dimension could ever match a value on the shape dimension. Thus, for such stimuli, all feature matches are necessarily MIPs, and so the models had no reason to weight MOPs, which could not occur. In the present experiments, we used stimuli whose dimensions were compatible, which allowed us to examine whether subjects attend only to matches within the same dimension. If MOPs do influence category learning, then the similarity rules assumed by attribute/value models would have to be reconsidered.
We should point out that in investigating the importance of MIPs and MOPs, we are not suggesting a new model of category learning in which people count up MIPs and MOPs and use these counts to judge categorization. Instead, our goal was to investigate whether aligned or nonaligned aspects of category structure, or both, influence category learning. In the General Discussion, we discuss an extension of Goldstone's (1994) similarity as interactive activation and mapping (SIAM) model to a category-learning situation. This model does not explicitly count MIPs and MOPs, but both kinds of property matches do influence the model in a way that affects similarity judgments. It would be possible to incorporate our results into a number of different frameworks of category learning by altering their representational assumptions, as we discuss later.
Experiment 1: Within-Category MIPs Versus MOPs Do aligned matches within a category increase withincategory similarity relative to nonaligned matches and thus make categories easier to learn? In this experiment, subjects learned one of two pairs of categories that differed only in whether a critical set of matching features occurred on the same or on different dimensions. We refer to the category structure in which the matching features occurred on the same dimension as the MIP structure, as these matches were matches in place. In the MOP structure, some of the critical matching features occurred on two different dimensions and were thus matches out of place. The speed with which subjects learned pairs of categories was compared for the two category structures to determine whether aligned matches (MIPs) facilitate learning relative to nonaligned matches (MOPs), given that MIPs seem to be weighted more heavily in similarity computations.
Two pairs of categories were created, each having as members pictures of birds that had different patterns on their heads, wings, bodies, and tails. To learn a category pair, subjects needed to learn that certain dimensions and values were predictive of category membership and that others were not. For example, if head and wing were the diagnostic dimensions, subjects in the MIP condition might learn that birds with gray heads or striped wings belong in Category A and that birds with spotted heads or black wings belong in Category B. For subjects in the MOP condition, the same two dimensions and the same four values would be diagnostic of category membership, but the four diagnostic values appeared on both diagnostic dimensions. That is, subjects in the MOP condition would learn that birds with gray heads or wings or with spotted heads or wings belong in Category A, and that birds with striped or black heads or with striped or black wings belong in Category B. Although it may seem that the MOP categories are more complex, if the dimensional structure is ignored, the two category structures are identical. For example, either group could have learned that birds with gray or spotted parts go in Category A or that those with striped or black parts go in Category B--that is, the simplest rule to distinguish the categories is the same in the two conditions (clearly, it is logically simpler to ignore dimensions than to include them in the rule). 2 Importantly, the number of occurrences of each feature was identical in the two conditions--all that differed was which dimension the feature appeared on (see below). Thus, in terms of featural overlap, the two categories did not differ.
Both the attribute/value and alignment view predict a MIP advantage in category learning but for different reasons. For attribute/value models, MOPs do not count as matches because they do not occur on the same dimension, so only MIPs should increase within-category similarity and thus facilitate learning. For the alignment.view, however, because aligned matches increase similarity more than do nonaligned matches, MIPs should increase within-category similarity more than do MOPs and thus should produce a categorylearning advantage. Feature models do not distinguish between aligned and nonaligned matches and therefore do not predict a difference between the MIP and MOP conditions.
Me~od
Subjects. Thirty-two University of Illinois students participated in this experiment for credit in an introductory psychology course. Sixteen were randomly assigned to the MIP learning condition and 16 to the MOP learning condition.
Materials. Each subject was presented with a set of eight birds, four belonging to Category A and four belonging to Category B. There were four dimensions that varied from bird to bird: head pattern, wing pattern, body pattern, and tail pattern. The four dimensions had one of eight values, all of which were Macintosh graphics patterns: white, spotted, striped, gray, checkered, scalloped, circles with dots, and black. For each subject, dimensions and values were randomly ordered and then assigned to Dimensions 1-4 and Values 1-8 in either the MIP or MOP stimulus structure given in Table 1 . (Note that, unlike representations of category structure in many other articles, a given value in Table 1 has the same meaning on each dimension. For example, Value 1 represents the same feature on Dimensions 1 and 2.) Thus, for any subject, Dimension 1 (D1) was equally likely to be head, x~cing, body, or tail pattern, and Value 1 was equally likely to be slriped, spotted, and so forth. This random assignment was done in every experiment.
In both the MIP and MOP stimulus structures, two of the four dimensions were diagnostic of category membership (Dimensions 1 and 2 in Table 1 ), and two were not (Dimensions 3 and 4). For example, for the MIP structure, three out of four Category A members had a value of 1 on Dimension 1, and three out of four Category A members had a value of 2 on Dimension 2. However, Values 1 and 2 did not occur in Category B. In contrast, for Dimension 3, half of the items in both categories had a value of 5, and the remaining half had a value of 6. Likewise, Values 7 and 8 appeared equally often in both categories on Dimension 4. As a result, Dimensions 3 and 4 were completely nondiagnostic. To illustrate, assume that for one subject, Dimension 1 corresponded to the pattern of the birds' heads, Dimension 2 to the wing pattern, Dimension 3 to the tail pattern, and Dimension 4 to the body pattern. That subject would learn to pay attention to head and wing pattern and to ignore tail and body pattern in learning to classify the birds. Similarly, for both stimulus structures, half of the values were diagnostic of category membership and half were not. For example, Values 1 and 2 appeared only in Category A (and so were diagnostic), whereas Features 5 and 6 appeared equally often in Categories A and B (and so were nondiagnostic).
In the MIP structure, Value 1 always appeared in the same dimension of Category A (Dimension I in Table 1 ). However, in the MOP structure, Value 1 appeared in two different dimensions of Category A (Dimensions 1 and 2). Values 2, 3, and 4 had analogous distributions in the two stimulus structures. However, note that each value appeared equally often in the two structures. For example, Value 1 appeared in Category A three times in both the MIP and the MOP condition. Thus, the only difference between the two conditions was whether features always appeared on the same dimension or occurred on two different dimensions. As a result, both structures could be learned by a simple rule that does not mention dimensions, such as The item is in Category A if it has Features 1 or 2. Figure 1 illustrates one implementation of the MIP category structure, with the birds and the eight patterns that were used in Experiment 1. The corresponding MOP structure is shown in Figure 2 .
Procedure. Subjects were instructed that their task was to learn to classify a set of birds into two categories. They read that during each trial they would see a picture of a bird on the computer monitor and should indicate whether they thought it belongs in Category A or Category B. Subjects were instructed to use the index and middle finger of their dominant hand on the command and option key, respectively, to make their responses on the computer keyboard. Half of the subjects used the command key for Category A and the option key for Category B, and half used the reverse mapping.
2 To compare the complexity of the different category structures, we describe the simplest kind of rule that one could use to distinguish the two categories. This does not imply that we think that people are inducing such rules--this is only a means of describing the formal complexity of the learning task.
LASSALn,~ AND MURPHY Subjects were told that they would get feedback on the accuracy of each response and that they should use that feedback to learn to classify the birds correctly. They were told to take as much time as they needed on each trial and that speed was not important. Before beginning the learning trials, subjects were shown the eight patterns that appear on the birds' heads, wings, bodies, and tails. Also prior to the learning trials, subjects practiced making the Category A and B responses.
During the learning trials, subjects completed blocks of eight trials until they went through one entire block without an error. Each block included one presentation of each of the eight birds, with order randomized for each block. During each trial, the bird was presented and remained on the screen until the subject made a response. The birds were presented on a computer screen 480 pixels high by 640 pixels wide and occupied a 300 pixel × 470 pixel area in the center of the screen. After the subject made a response, the picture disappeared, and feedback was given. If the response was correct, Correct response! appeared on screen for 2 s. If not, Incorrect response! appeared on the screen for 2 s.
Following a 1-s intertrial interval, the next item appeared. Once the subject completed one block of eight trials without error, a message indicating that they had learned the categories appeared on the screen. This message was followed by instructions for the test trials, which were used to verify that subjects had learned the categories well.
Subjects were instructed that they would again be presented with pictures of birds to categorize but that now they should respond as quickly as possible. They were told that during each trial they would first see a plus sign in the center of the screen and that they should look at the plus sign. Then, they would see the picture of a bird, and they should make a category response as quickly and as accurately as possible. They were told that they would not get any Dimension 1 in Table 1 corresponds to "head" in this figure, and Dimensions 2, 3, and 4 correspond to "wing," "body," and "tail,"
respectively. The four diagnostic patterns are "spotted," "gray,"
"scallops," and "circles" (Values 1-4 in Table 1 ). The four nondiagnostic patterns are "black," "checkered," "striped," and "white" (Values 5-8). In the experiments, stimulus and feature values were randomly determined for each subject.
feedback about the accuracy of their responses during this part of the experiment. Subjects then completed five 8-trial blocks under speeded instructions without feedback. The speeded trials were used as an additional check that subjects had learned the categories. The same eight birds were presented in the speeded trials as during the learning trials. In each speeded trial, the plus sign appeared in the center of the screen for 1 s, followed by a picture of a bird, which remained on the screen until the response. There was a 1-s intertrial interval during which the screen was blank, and then the next trial began. As in the training phase, item order was random within each block. Macintosh computers were used to present instructions, to control learning and speeded trials, and to randomize trial order, dimensions, and values.
Results and Discussion
Mean number of blocks to reach learning criterion, number of errors during learning, and response time (RT) and number of errors during the speeded trials for both find it much easier to acquire the categories than when the features appear in different dimensions. As Table 1 shows, the two category structures were identical from the perspective of features, ignoring dimensions. That is, Feature 1 appeared three times in Category A in the MIP and MOP condition, and Feature 7 occurred twice in Category B in both the MIP and MOP condition, and so on. In fact, in this experiment, the items in the two structures also had the identical features--all that differed was what dimension the features appeared in. As predicted by both the alignment view and the attribute/value models, the dimensional structure of the stimuli had important effects on learning. Feature models, in contrast, predicted no learning difference between the MIP and MOP conditions.
The fact that there were no apparent differences during the speeded trials suggests that the fast learning in the MIP condition was not at the expense of completeness of learning. Subjects in the MIP group were just as fast and accurate in the speeded trials as the MOP subjects were, even though they had 7 fewer blocks of experience with the stimuli.
One question that is not answered by this experiment is exactly what subjects learned in the MOP condition. They could have learned properties of the categories that were truly MOPs--that is, properties that were not tied to a particular dimension, such as Category A tends to have dotted and gray parts. However, they could also have learned a more complex rule by using MIPs, specifying the Figure 1 , "head," "wing," "body," and "tail" correspond to Dimensions 1-4 in Table 1 . The four diagnostic patterns are "spotted," "gray," "scallops," and "circles" (Values 1-4 in Table 1 ). The four nondiagnostic patterns are "black," "checkered," "striped," and "white" (Values 5-8).
conditions are presented in the first two rows of Table 2 . An analysis of variance (ANOVA) was conducted on each of these four dependent measures, with learning condition as a between-subjects variable. The ANOVA results are presented in Table 3 .
Subjects in the MIP condition learned to classify the birds in 7 fewer blocks, about half as many as did subjects in the MOP condition. During learning, the MIP group made 22 fewer errors on average, less than half as many as the MOP group did. These differences in the learning phase were reliable. However, there were no differences between the two groups during speeded trials, either in RT or in error rate. (The test trials showed no effects throughout these experiments. This is likely due to the fact that testing took place after both groups met a high learning criterion. Thus, any differences between groups would most likely be found prior to reaching that criterion, in the learning phase.)
These results show that alignment of features does have a large effect on category learning. When the diagnostic features within a category are presented consistently in the same dimension (in this case, location on the body), learners The results of Experiment 1 show that aligned matches within a category facilitate category learning relative to nonaligned matches, as predicted by both alignment and attribute/vaiue models. But are MOPs of no help whatsoever in category learning? That is, is there some advantage of nonaligned matches, relative to features that don't match at all? In Experiment 2, we compared the ease of learning two category structures, MOP and no match, which differed only in whether a set of critical features matched other critical features. As in Experiment 1, two of the four dimensions were diagnostic of category membership, and two were not (see Table 4 ). In the MOP category structure, as in the MOP structure of Experiment 1, some features appeared on different diagnostic dimensions and were thus considered MOPs. In the no-match structure, these MOPs were replaced by features that appeared only on the nondiagnostic dimensions and did not match any other feature on one of the diagnostic dimensions. (Note that we refer to this second structure as no match because the critical features did not match any diagnostic features. These critical features actually did match nondiagnostic features on another dimension and thus could be thought of as "bad" MOPs rather than nonmatching features. The critical point is that this difference between the structures can influence learning only if subjects use MOPs.)
To illustrate, we consider again the example in which head and wing pattern were diagnostic of category membership, and body and tail pattern were not. Subjects in the MOP condition might learn that Category A birds tended to have gray heads, although one Category A bird had a gray wing (the match out of place), and birds in Category B tended to have striped heads, although one Category B bird had a striped wing (another match out of place). In the no-match condition, the Category A bird with a gray wing (the match out of place) would be replaced by a bird with a white wing, and the Category B bird with the striped wing (another match out of place) would be replaced by a bird with a checkered wing. Although some birds did have white or checkered tails, having a white or checkered tail was not diagnostic of category membership. Therefore, even though the birds with the white and the checkered wings did have a MOP with respect to the tail dimension (because some birds had white or checkered tails), these matches to the nondiagnostic dimensions in the no-match condition should not help category learning.
The decision to use these nondiagnostic features in the no-match condition was driven by a desire to equate other variables as much as possible. We could have introduced new features in the no-match condition that did not appear elsewhere in the stimulus structure (which therefore would Item 8 5 4 6 7
Note. Values that differ between the MOP and no-match structures are indicated in boldface. MOP = match out of place.
not match any other feature). However, this would have resulted in the no-match categories containing more features. We chose instead to use the nondiagnostic features, thereby keeping the number of different features used across the two conditions the same. The results serve as a manipulation check on our assumption that these no-match features are not helpful in categorization. Nonetheless, this manipulation compares items that differ only on MOPs. If subjects pay attention to MOPs, the MOP condition should be easier because it involved a match out of place with a helpful feature, whereas the no-match condition involved a match out of place with an unhelpful feature. If subjects ignore MOPs, then the two conditions should be equal because they were equated on alignable matches. Since MOP structures were so difficult to learn in Experiment 1, it is possible that subjects would not use them in the present experiment. It is possible to form a complex rule to learn these categories by using only MIPs. However, the two conditions have exactly the same MIPs because they differ only in terms of cross-dimensional matches (i.e., note that the critical boldfaced features in Table 4 are not involved in any MIPs). In particular, the conditions do not differ in the simplest such rule that could be constructed. (For example, Table 4 shows that Category A of the MOP structure could be learned by the rule 1 or 2 on Dimension 1, or 2 on Dimension 2; Category A of the no-match structure could be learned by the equally complex rule 1 or 7 on Dimension 1, or 2 on Dimension 2.) Thus, if subjects did not use MOPs but simply relied on complex MIP rules (as discussed at the end of Experiment 1), these categories should be equally difficult to learn.
Because both the alignment view and feature models assume that all matches increase similarity, they predict that learning should be easier in the MOP condition than in the no-match condition. In contrast, attribute/value models predict no learning difference between the two conditions because only matches on the same dimension count toward similarity, and thus they make no distinction between MOPs and nonmatching features.
Method
Subjects. Twenty-eight University of Illinois students participated in this experiment for credit in an introductory psychology course. Fourteen were assigned to each learning condition, MOP and no match, and within each condition, 7 had each hand assignment.
Materials. As in Experiment l, each subject was presented with a set of eight birds that varied in head pattern, wing pattern, body pattern, and tail pattern. For each subject, the same four dimensions and the same eight patterns used in Experiment 1 were randomly assigned to values in either the no-match or MOP stimulus structure given in Table 4 .
As in Experiment l, Dimensions 1 and 2 were diagnostic of category membership, and Dimensions 3 and 4 were not. Also, Values 1 and 2 indicated Category A membership, Values 3 and 4 indicated Category B membership, and Values 5 and 6 gave no information about category membership. As shown in Table 4 , there were only two value differences between the MOP and the no-match structures. In the MOP structure, there were two items with a match out of place on Dimension 1, Items 3 and 7. In the no-match structure, these matches out of place on Dimension 1 were replaced by Values 7 and 8, respectively. Note that because these two values also appeared on Dimension 4, they were matches out of place with respect to Dimension 4. However, since Values 7 and 8 were nondiagnostic in Dimension 4, this should not help categorization. The question is whether the matches to a relevant feature would help categorization relative to matches to an irrelevant feature.
Procedure. Instructions, learning trials, and speeded trials were conducted in the same manner as in Experiment 1, with the exception that subjects completed a maximum of 30 learning blocks in this experiment. Subjects who had not learned the categories after 30 learning blocks did not complete the speeded trials.
Results and Discussion
As in Experiment 1, mean number of blocks to reach learning criterion, number of errors during learning, and RT and number of errors during test trials for the MIP and MOP groups were compared by using ANOVAs, with learning condition as a between-subjects variable. The means for the two conditions are presented in the third and fourth rows of Table 2 . ANOVA results are presented in Table 3 .
Subjects in the MOP condition learned the categories in 8.5 fewer blocks and made 30 fewer errors during learning on average than did subjects in the no-match condition. These differences are about the same size as those found in Experiment I between the MIP and MOP conditions and are statistically reliable. Three subjects in the no-match condi-tion and 1 subject in the MOP condition did not reach the learning criterion within 30 blocks and thus did not complete the speeded trials. Analysis of the remaining data showed no differences between the two groups in RT or error rate on the speeded trials, similar to the results of Experiment 1. Once again, the absence of differences in the speeded trials suggests that the subjects had learned the categories equally well after reaching the learning criterion.
These results show that although alignment may be important to category learning, the presence of nonaligned matching features was also quite helpful to learning. For example, it was possible for subjects not to have even noticed that the body pattern of some birds in Category A matched the tail pattern of another bird in the same category. If they had focused solely on within-dimension property matches, there would have been no difference between conditions. These results are consistent with both alignment and feature models but cannot be accounted for by attribute/ value models, which do not distinguish between MOPs and nonmatching features.
To better understand these differences, consider how subjects might have learned Category A in the no-match condition (see bottom of Table 4 ). They might have learned that Category A birds tend to have a value of 1 on D 1 and a value of 2 on D2. This would account for all of the members except Item 3. Here subjects would have to learn that there is a 7 on D1 (the D2 dimension would not help here because its value is also found in Category B, Item 7). The MOP subjects (see top of Table 4 ) have a virtually identical learning problem. However, instead of learning that there is a 7 on D1 for Item 3, they must learn that there is a 2 on D1. Apparently, this is considerably easier because the 2 is also a diagnostic feature when it appears in D2. Since this one feature (2 vs. 7) is the only place that the two structures differ in Category A (and an analogous feature distinguishes Category B in the two structures), it seems that these individual features must be responsible for the sizable learning differences found. Furthermore, this difference shows that subjects apparently did not form a complex rule by using only MIPs, since the structures were comparable in terms of any MIP rules that could be learned: There are exactly the same MIPs in the two conditions. This is an important finding, as the results of Experiment 1 left open the possibility that subjects in the MOP condition actually learned a complex MIP rule rather than using MOPs. That possibility is not consistent with the results from Experiment 2.
Experiment 3: Between-Category MIPs Versus MOPs
The results of Experiment 1 showed that category learners are sensitive to alignment, such that aligned matches within a category facilitate learning relative to nonaligned matches. Do aligned matches that cross category boundaries increase between-category similarity and thus make categories more difficult to learn, relative to nonaligned matches? In Experiment 3, like Experiment 1, we compared the ease of learning for two category structures, cross-MIP and cross-MOP, which differed only in whether a set of critical features were MIPs or MOPs. Unlike Experiment 1, though, in this experiment, the critical MIPs and MOPs matched features of birds that belonged to the contrast category.
Consider again the situation in which head and wing pattems are diagnostic of category membership. In the cross-MIP condition, for example, one bird in Category A and three birds in Category B might have had gray heads. The Category A bird therefore has a match in place with the three Category B birds. In the cross-MOP condition, the Category A bird with a gray head would be replaced by a bird with a gray wing. The Category A bird with a gray wing has a match out of place with the three Category B birds with gray heads: gray wing to gray head. Assuming that similarity across categories makes the categories harder to learn, alignment and attribute/value models predict that the cross-MIP condition would be more difficult than the cross-MOP condition, since the perceived similarity across categories should be greater in this condition. As in Experiment 1, feature models predict no difference between the cross-MIP and cross-MOP conditions, because feature models are insensitive to dimensional structure and the categories in the two conditions had exactly the same features, differing only in what dimensions they appeared in.
Me~od
Subjects. Twenty-four University of Illinois students participated in this experiment for credit in an introductory psychology course. Twelve were assigned to each learning condition, cross-MIP and cross-MOE Materials. Subjects were presented with a set of eight birds generated in the same manner as in previous experiments. The same four dimensions and the same eight patterns used previously were randomly assigned to either the cross-MIP or the cross-MOP structure given in Table 5 .
As in previous experiments, Dimensions 1 and 2 conveyed information about category membership, and Dimensions 3 and 4 did not. Likewise, Values 1-4 were diagnostic of category membership, and Values 5-8 were not. Unlike the first two experiments, however, Values 1-4 each appeared three times in one category and once in the contrast category. For example, in the cross-MIP structure, Value 1 appeared on Dimension 1 in Items 1-3, which were all Category A members, and also on Dimension 1 in Item 8, which belonged to Category B. The only difference between the cross-MIP and cross-MOP structures had to do with whether the cross-category value (e.g., the 1 in Item 8) appeared on the same dimension in both categories, as in the cross-MIP structure, or appeared on a different dimension across the categories, as in the cross-MOP structure. Collapsing across dimensions, the categories had exactly the same features in the two conditions.
Procedure. Instructions, learning blocks, and test blocks were conducted in the same manner as in Experiment 1.
Results and Discussion
Subjects in the cross-MIP condition needed 11 more blocks than did subjects in the cross-MOP condition, twice as many, to learn the categories (see Table 2 ). They also made over twice as many errors (33 more) during learning. As Table 3 shows, these differences were reliable. There were no significant differences between the two groups during the postleaming test, suggesting again that the two groups learned the categories equally well. For example, assume that head and wing patterns were the diagnostic dimensions for a given subject. In the cross-MOP condition, one Category A bird might have a striped head, which would match the striped wings of three Category B birds and therefore be classified as a cross-category match out of place. If subjects are sensitive to MOPs, this match should make the category harder to learn. In the cross-nomatch condition, the bird with a striped head would be replaced by a bird with a checkered head, and no other birds would have checkered heads or wings (although some of the birds had checkered tails, a nondiagnostic dimension). Thus, this condition lacked the potentially harmful cross-category match. The structure is shown in Table 6 . Again, to equate the two learning conditions on number of features presented, we chose to replace the diagnostic MOPs in the cross-MOP condition with features from the nondiagnostic dimensions in the cross-no-match condition, rather than introducing more features in the no-match condition. If subjects did not attend to MOPs, then the conditions should produce equal performance, as they were identical in terms of MIPs.
For the alignment view, although nonaligned matches do not increase similarity as much as aligned matches, they are still noticed during comparisons. For feature models, any match contributes to similarity. Alignment and feature These results are parallel to those of Experiment 1. Although one might assume from Table 5 that the cross-MIP category structure is simply inherently harder, the only difference between the structures was what dimensions the features appeared on. Thus, if subjects were not aligning items during learning, the learning task would be the same in the two conditions. The results of both experiments suggest that people are especially sensitive to features that match in • the same dimension, as predicted by both alignment and attribute/value models. When such matches occur within the same category, learning is easier (Experiment 1); when they occur between two categories, learning is harder (Experiment 3). The next logical question, then, is whether matches out of place that occur between categories also influence category learning. This was the topic of the next experiment.
Experiment 4: Between-Category No Match Versus MOP
The results of Experiment 2 suggest that learners are sensitive to nonaligned matches, such that categories with nonaligned matches are easier to learn than are categories with nonmatching features, presumably because nonaligned matches within a category increase within-category similarity. Do nonaligned matches that cross category boundaries increase between-category similarity, relative to nonmatching features, and thus make categories harder to learn? In Experiment 4, we compared ease of learning of two category structures, cross-MOP and cross-no-match, that differed in Note. Values differing between cross-MOP and cross-no-match structures are indicated in boldface. MOP = match out of place. models therefore predict a learning advantage for the cross-no-match condition, because the cross-category MOPs should increase between-category similarity and thus make categories harder to learn. Attribute/value models, for which only aligned matches contribute to similarity, predict no difference between the cross-MOP and cross-no-match conditions.
Me~od
Subjects. Thirty-two University of lllinois students participated in this experiment for credit in an introductory psychology course. Sixteen were assigned to each learning condition. Materials. As in previous experiments, subjects were presented with a set of eight birds that varied on four dimensions. For each subject, the four dimensions and eight patterns used in previous experiments were randomly assigned to values in either the cross-no-match or the cross-MOP stimulus structure given in Table 6 . As in previous experiments, Dimensions 1 and 2 were diagnostic for categorization, and Stimulus Values 1-4 appeared on only those dimensions. In the cross-MOP conditions, Values 1-4 also appeared in the "wrong" category once. For example, Value 1 appeared three times in Category A and once in Category B, creating a feature match. However, this was a MOP because it appeared on Dimension 1 in Category A and on Dimension 2 in Category B. The cross-no-match condition used Values 5-8 in place of Values 1-4 for the critical feature in the wrong category. As a result, there was no MOP between the diagnostic features. (Note that there was a MOP between this feature and the nondiagnostic features on Dimensions 3 and 4. The results of Experiment 3 suggest that this would not be as disruptive as a match with a relevant feature.) If a MOP across categories increases perceived similarity, it might slow category learning.
Procedure. Instructions, learning blocks, and test blocks were conducted in the same manner as in previous experiments. As in Experiment 2, a 30-block limit was placed on learning. Subjects not completing the learning phase within 30 blocks did not complete the test trials.
Results and Discussion
As shown in Table 2 , subjects in the cross-no-match group learned their categories in 7.6 fewer blocks than did subjects in the cross-MOP group, which was a significant difference (see Table 3 ). The cross-no-match group also made 22 fewer errors on average. There were no differences between the two groups in number of errors made or RTs during the test trials.
The results, then, are similar to those of Experiment 2 in showing that learners use features that match on different dimensions during category learning. When an item contains a feature that is typical of another category--although on a different dimension it is harder to learn. Examination of Table 6 shows that subjects could have learned a simple category rule containing only MIPs in both the cross-MOP and cross-no-match categories. For example, a subject in the cross-MOP condition could have learned that Value 1 or 4 on D 1 indicates Category A membership; in the cross-no-match condition, the rule would be that a 1 or 7 on D1 indicates Category A. The fact that it was harder for cross-MOP subjects to learn the categories suggests that the occurrence of Value 1 in Category B on a different dimension made it more difficult to identify this regularity--that is, subjects were spontaneously noticing MOPs. So, consistent with our conclusions from Experiment 2, these results suggest that feature matching is not entirely constrained by dimensional structure, even when aligned matches are sufficient for learning. The results again suggest that subjects are not merely learning complex MIP rules but are sensitive to MOPs as well. Attribute/value models cannot account for these results, because only feature matches occurring on the same dimension enter into the computation of similarity.
Experiment 5: All MIP Versus All MOP It is possible that the learning advantage for aligned matches over nonaligned matches depends on dimensional analysis being an informative component of stimulus processing. By dimensional analysis, we mean the analysis of an item into a particular stimulus value (e.g., gray) bound to the dimension on which it occurs (e.g., body). This analysis might not be an obligatory process but might take place only if the stimulus structure warrants it if there is a correlation between values and dimensions across stimuli (e.g., heads tend to be gray or spotted, but wings tend to be striped or black). When there is no information gained by alignment across items, that is, if individual values occur on many different dimensions, stimulus features may be processed independently of the dimension on which they occur, and so alignment would not take place. For example, suppose that in a category consisting of three birds, one has a white head, one has a white tail, and one has white wings, whereas a contrast category consists of one bird with a black head, one with a black tail, and one with black wings. The relationship between values (white and black) and category membership in this case can be learned directly without associating values to dimensions (head, tail, or wings): Grouping the items into those with white versus black parts completely captures the two categories, and alignment would only obscure this structure. Processing without alignment may be advantageous for situations requiting fast decisions, as alignment presumably takes time and resources (Goldstone & Medin, 1994b) . As Tables 1 and 5 show, the greater importance we have found for MIPs over MOPs took place in a context in which features were generally associated with a single dimension, that is, in which alignment of features was the rule rather than the exception. Even the irrelevant features (5-8) appeared on the same dimension most of the time. Thus, it is possible that the MIP advantage is restricted to such situations.
Experiment 5 examined the possibility that MOPs would be easy for subjects to learn when the stimulus structure was not generally aligned. Perhaps subjects prefer to be consistent in their use of aligned feature matches: If the category members can generally be aligned, then aligned features (MIPs) should be helpful in learning; if they cannot, then simple feature matches (MOPs) should be equally helpful. This result would suggest that alignment is a strategy that arises out of initial observation of the stimulus structure.
In this experiment, we compared the ease of learning two category structures differing only in the distribution of a set of values over dimensions. In the all-MIP structure, critical matches occurred only within a dimension. For example, the value "gray" might have occurred only on Category A birds, and it would always occur on the same dimension, perhaps the body. In contrast, in the all-MOP structure, there were no within-dimension matches for the critical features--matching values always occurred across dimensions. "Gray" would occur only in Category A, but it would always occur on a different dimension, such that there was one bird with a gray body, one with a gray wing, and so forth. In this second case, there was no advantage to aligning values by the dimension where they occurred, because there was never a matching value that occurred twice on the same dimension. If dimensional analysis occurs only when the overall set of stimuli are generally alignable, then it would not occur for the all-MOP structure, and thus it should be just as easy to associate values with categories in the all-MOP structure as in the all-MIP structure because the value-to-category associations were identical in the two conditions.
Me~od
Subjects. Twenty University of Illinois students participated in this experiment for credit in an introductory psychology course. Ten were assigned to each learning condition, all MIP and all MOP.
Materials. As in previous experiments, subjects were presented with a set of eight birds that varied on four dimensions. For each subject, the same four dimensions and the same eight patterns used in previous experiments were randomly assigned to values in either the all-MIP or all-MOP stimulus structure given in Table 7 . Note. MIP = match in place; MOP = match out of place.
Dimensions 1, 2, and 3 were diagnostic for categorization, and Values 1-6 appeared only on those dimensions. In both the aI1-MIP and all-MOP structures, Values 1-3 occurred only in Category A, and Values 4--6 occurred only in Category B. In the all-MIP structure, each of the six values always occurred on the same dimension (e.g., Value 1 always occurred on Dimension 1). In the all-MOP structure, none of the six values ever occurred on the same dimension twice across items (e.g., Value 1 occurred once on Dimension 1, once on Dimenson 2, and once on Dimension 3). A fourth nondiagnostic dimension (Dimension 4) and two nondiagnostic values (Values 7 and 8) were used in both structures to increase the difficulty of the learning task, as in previous experiments. Note that this stimulus structure was easier than those used in prior experiments, in that each category had three perfectly valid features, two of which were present in each exemplar. This difference arose because we wished the all-MOP condition to have as many cross-dimensional matches as possible to weaken the apparent dimensional structure, and so a larger number of critical features was needed.
Procedure. Instructions, learning blocks, and test trials were conducted in the same manner as in previous experiments. Again, a 30-block limit was placed on learning. Subjects who did not complete the learning phase within 30 blocks did not perform the speeded trials.
Results and Discussion
As reported in Table 2 , subjects learned the aI1-MIP structure in half as many blocks as the all-MOP structure and made about one third as many errors during learning. The difference in learning blocks approached significance (p = .07), and the difference in learning errors was significant (see Table 3 for ANOVA results). Learning was noticeably faster here than in the previous experiments, probably because of the easier category structure, described above. The overall fast pace of learning probably accounted for the marginal difference in number of blocks to criterion. There were no differences in the test trials, suggesting that both groups of subjects had learned their categories equally well.
That subjects learned the all-MIP structure more quickly and with fewer errors than they learned the all-MOP structure shows that the total absence of MIPs in the all-MOP condition did not cause subjects to ignore the dimensional structure, as one might have expected (see Goldstone, Medin, & Gentner, 1991 , for an analogous effec0. That is, subjects might have noticed after a few stimuli that the head pattern was never repeated, nor was the wing pattern, and so forth. They would have then focused on feature matches per se, ignoring the dimension they occurred on. However, this apparently did not occur, as subjects took twice as long to learn the all-MOP categories, even though they were equivalent in terms of pure feature matches to the all-MIP categories. In short, the importance of MIPs is not limited to the situation in which exemplars are for the most part aligned, suggesting that the MIP advantage is not a strategy that subjects decide to use as a result of viewing the stimulus structure.
Experiment 6
If alignment is not a strategy that arises out of observation of the stimulus structure, perhaps it reflects people's initial expectations about the materials. That is, subjects expect categories in experiments like these to use rules involving MIPs, such as black wings or spotted tail. If such expectations were defeated, one would not then get a MIP advantage according to this view, because subjects would no longer attempt to align the dimensions, and so within-dimension matches would be no more important than cross-dimension matches. Experiment 6 tested this possibility with a design that was identical to that of Experiment 5, except that the all-MOP subjects received specific instructions that alignment was uninformative. That is, they were told (correctly) that there was no relationship between particular patterns like "gray" and "white" and the body parts (i.e., head, wing, tail, or body of a bird) on which they occurred. If alignment is a strategy based on subjects' initial expectations about the task, then the MIP advantage should disappear. In fact, because the subjects in the all-MIP condition were not given any hint about the structure, they might now take longer to learn the categories.
Me~od
Thirty-two University of Illinois students participated in this experiment for credit in an introductory psychology course. Sixteen were assigned to each learning condition. The stimuli and procedures were identical to those of Experiment 5 with the exception noted above: Subjects in the all-MOP condition were told to ignore the body part where the patterns occurred.
Results and Discussion
Even with explicit instructions to the all-MOP subjects that there was no relationship between stimulus values and stimulus dimensions, results paralleled those of Experiment 5: All-MIP subjects showed a learning advantage, as shown in Table 2 . Again, all-MIP subjects required fewer blocks to reach criterion and made fewer errors during the learning trials than did all-MOP subjects, although the former difference only approached significance (p = .07). There were no differences in errors or RTs during the speeded trials following learning, suggesting that both groups had learned the categories equally well.
These results strengthen the conclusion from Experiment 5 that the alignment process is not entirely under strategic control. Subjects do not ignore dimensional structure by noticing that it is unhelpful (Experiment 5), even when explicitly told that it is unhelpful. Perhaps not surprisingly, however, the all-MOP condition seemed to improve somewhat relative to Experiment 5: The all-MIP advantage declined from 4.5 blocks (and 18 errors) in Experiment 5 to 2.7 blocks (and 10.2 errors) in this experiment. Telling subjects to ignore the dimension apparently helped them to avoid making incorrect hypotheses about the categories. What is less obvious is why this advice did not eliminate the difference between the MIP and MOP conditions entirely, since they had identical structures from the perspective of the features (ignoring dimensions). Indeed, since the MIP subjects did not get a corresponding hint that only withindimension matches were important, they might conceivably have made more errors during learning, rather than being significantly more accurate. The fact that this did not happen suggests that the MIP subjects were already focusing within dimensions (and hence needed no hint) and that MOP subjects were to some degree incorrectly focusing within dimensions, even with the hint not to do so. Thus, the tendency to align items on stimulus dimensions during category learning is not easily overruled. It can be controlled to some degree, either by extensive learning (after an average 15 blocks in Experiment 1 and 10 blocks in Experiment 5) or by a verbal hint. What is striking is how even an explicit instruction is not sufficient to allow subjects to ignore the dimensional structure.
General Discussion
Our experiments investigated how alignment processes associated with stimulus comparisons influence category learning. In Experiments 1, 5, and 6, we found that categories that had members with aligned feature matches (MIPs) were easier to learn than those that had members with nonaligned matches (MOPs). However, nonaligned matches facilitated category learning relative to nonmatching features in Experiment 2. Between-category similarity affected category learning as well. Feature matches that crossed category boundaries hurt learning more if they were aligned in Experiment 3, although cross-category nonaligned matches still hurt learning relative to nonmatches in Experiment 4.
Implications of the Results for Models of Category Learning
According to our results, any model of category learning will have to account for two different sources of information: feature matches within an aligned dimension and feature matches on different dimensions. Both kinds of feature overlap appear to be important in similarity judgments (Goldstone, 1994) as well as in category learning. As we discussed earlier, a number of current models of category learning do not account for both kinds of feature overlap. Simple feature-counting models (Rosch & Mervis, 1975; see Smith & Medin, 1981, ch. 4 ) allow both kinds of feature matching to have an effect, but they do not explain the difference between MIPs and MOPs. As mentioned in the introduction, these early models of category learning did not provide specific constraints on what features could be, and so some of their features were simple features (such as "green"), and others seemed to be dimension-feature pairs (such as "made of wood"). Thus, although such models do not predict the results found here, it is possible that the structure of features could be specified so as to make feature models consistent with our results. For example, one could require features to be more complex dimension-feature pairs, such as "wings: striped," "eye number: two," and so on. However, this move would then make the featural models insensitive to matches across dimensions, as "wings: striped" would no longer match "tail: striped." To account for MOPs, one would have to allow for partial feature matches, such that "wings: striped" and "tail: striped" would influence category acquisition. If we additionally assume that full matches have more weight than partial matches, such a feature model might account for our results, as MIPs would have complete matches (of both dimension and feature), whereas MOPs would have partial matches (of the feature only), and so our MIP categories would have greater featural overlap, possibly explaining their learning advantage. Technically, such a model would not require alignment of dimensions but only featural overlap. But since every feature is now a dimension-feature pair, the dimensional structure is effectively being incorporated into the model after all. Furthermore, it seems likely that alignment processes will be necessary to explain the reaction-time studies of similarity judgments (Goldstone & Medin, 1994b) and the use of relational similarity in scenes (Goldstone, 1994; Markman & Gentner, 1993a , 1993b , so it is probably simpler to directly include dimensional structure and alignment processes within a model than to try to avoid them.
Theories of category learning that assume attribute/value structure (e.g., those following Medin & Schaffer, 1978 , as described in the introduction) do not account for the importance of MOPs, in which the same value appearing in different dimensions influences learning. As we noted earlier, one reason for this shortcoming is that tests of this theory have used very simple items in which the stimulus dimensions are not comparable, and so there were never matches in different dimensions (see more below). Furthermore, the comparison processes described in these models cannot handle cases in which cross-dimensional matches do occur and influence learning. Real-world stimuli certainly do include examples of cross-dimensional matches, in which the material on the handle of one object matches the material on the seat of another or the recipient in one event is the giver in another, and so on. Rather than jettison the dimensional structure assumed by such models, it seems necessary to elaborate the models so that they can use both sorts of matches: within and across dimensions.
In short, large classes of models of concept learning have difficulty accounting for our complete results. We should note, though, that the problems of these models are specifically in their assumptions of stimulus representation and comparison. It is possible that making representational changes (i.e., incorporating dimensional structure and distinguishing MIPs from MOPs) would allow the theories to be successful, using their usual learning algorithms and other representational assumptions (e.g., exemplars or prototypes). Thus, we are not intending the present data as a global test of every feature or attfibute/value theory of concept learning. What we are arguing is that such models need to include dimensional or relational structure in their assumptions and to explain the relative importance of MIPs, MOPs, and nonmatching features.
Alignment models of similarity can account for the importance of both kinds of feature matches, as demonstrated in our experiments. However, there is not yet a complete category-learning theory based on this model (in part, because until now there has been no empirical demonstration that such a model was necessary). We can look, however, to alignment models of similarity for clues to how a category-learning model could be developed. The main such model is Goldstone's (1994) SIAM connectionist model. This model attempts to explain the similarity and correspondence judgments made by subjects comparing pairs of scenes. Presumably, a category-learning version of this model would compare pairs of objects during the process of learning. We briefly describe this model and then make some suggestions about how it could be extended to the category-learning situation.
SIAM contains nodes that represent connections between the two scenes being compared: feature-to-feature nodes, object-to-object nodes, and role-to-role nodes representing relations. Nodes have excitatory links to other nodes that are consistent with them and inhibitory links to nodes that are inconsistent. Processing in the model consists of setting the values of all the role and feature matches and then letting activation flow back and forth between the different nodes. For example, if a feature in one scene matches a feature in the other scene, this activates the node that aligns the two objects containing these features, and it inhibits nodes that place other objects in alignment with those objects. So, feature matches tend to influence object matches and vice versa. At some point, the system settles into a configuration in which the most similar objects in the two scenes have high activation in their object-to-object nodes, and dissimilar objects have low activations.
For our purposes, the relevant part of the model is the feature-to-feature nodes. Initially, features that match are set at a certain level of activation, whether or not the features are in alignment. The effect of alignment comes in later, as the objects and relations in the scenes come into alignment, which tends to inhibit feature matches that are not aligned. For example, a spotted pattern on the left object in Scene 1 will match a spotted pattern in the fight object in Scene 2. However, if the left object in Scene 1 becomes aligned with the left object in Scene 2, then this match will be inhibited. As a result, MIP links have a higher activation than do MOP links, and they therefore have a greater effect on the similarity judgment. The model's claim that the alignment process takes place after feature matching was supported by RT experiments of Goldstone and Medin (1994b) .
If such a model were generalized to category learning, it would likely explain our results in the following way. When learning categories, subjects are comparing examples or are comparing examples to category representations based on the feedback they receive during the task. In these comparisons, feature matches always have a certain level of similarity because of the matching features. However, when the dimensions of objects can be brought into correspondence, this tends to provide much more activation to feature matches on the same dimension because they are consistent with the overall correspondence. Thus, MOPs end up with relatively little activation (though still some), and MIPs end up with a great deal of activation. In the category-learning model, the activation level would then presumably be translated into a category representation or would influence judgments of new exemplars. For example, features with high activation values would have high weights in the category representation, and those with low values would have low weights. Categories with many MIPs would therefore have more features with high weights and so would be learned faster than categories with many MOPs.
The notion that the comparison of exemplars would lead to a change in a category representation has precedents. Indeed, Ross et al. (1990) and Spalding and Ross (1994) have shown that such comparisons can change category judgments. For example, if one exemplar is presented in the same color ink as another exemplar, subjects are likely to remember the earlier exemplar and use the common attributes of those particular exemplars more than other, equally frequent attributes in making categorization decisions. In our experiments, subjects were better at noticing common properties when these properties were in an aligned position than when they were nonaligned. However, even nonaligned common properties can be noticed as well, and they have an effect on category learning. It should be pointed out that this process involves much more than simply computing a single similarity score for any pair of exemplars. The comparison process used in learning would result in not only a global similarity score but also a judgment of which objects and parts of objects correspond to one another and how strong each correspondence is. The present results suggest that this set of correspondences, emphasizing feature matches on the derived dimensions, is necessary to explain category learning.
Experiment 5 showed that the difficulty of MOPs is not one that holds only when the stimuli are generally aligned (structured by MIPs), as an all-MOP structure was difficult for subjects to learn. Furthermore, Experiment 6 revealed that this difficulty was still present to some degree when subjects were explicitly instructed to ignore the dimensional structure. This result suggests that alignment is not a simple preference or strategy that is easily overruled. For example, the difference cannot be explained by subjects' expectations that experiments usually have a within-dimensional rule, since the difference was present even when subjects were told that such a rule was not correct. Note also that the alI-MIP and all-Mop conditions in Table 7 could have been learned equally well by simple rules that do not mention dimensions, such as anything with a I or 2 is in category A, or by a family resemblance rule (Rosch & Mervis, 1975) in which 1, 2, and 3 were associated with A and 4, 5, and 6 with B (or some subset of these features). Such rules were equally valid for both conditions, yet subjects found it easier to learn the categories when the feature occurred within dimensions. These experiments suggest that the dimensional structure of the stimuli is an ingrained part of category learning that is not easily ignored.
Related Arguments in the Literature
One major conclusion of these experiments is that people atten~l more to aligned property matches than to nonaligned matches, This result may seem reminiscent of many experiments showing that unidimensional categories are easier to form or learn than multidimensional categories. For example, when subjects are asked to construct a category of their own choosing, they overwhelmingly prefer to use a single dimension to divide up the items (Ahn & Medin, 1992; Medin, Wattenmaker, & Hampson, 1987; Spalding & Murphy, 1996) . Similarly, the older concept acquisition literature has a number of examples in which a single dimensional rule is easier to learn than a rule involving multiple dimensions. For example, Shepard, Hovland, and Jenkins's (1961) easiest classification to learn was their Type I, which separated eight items according to which of two values on one dimension they had. Shepard et al. explicitly related the differences among their category types to the dimensional structure: "The types of classification differ in that, in order to classify the stimuli correctly, they require knowledge of the values on only one dimension, for Type I; two dimensions, for Type II; or all three dimensions, for Types III-VI" (p. 4). Furthermore, there is the well-known difference that learning a category that involves only one property is easier than learning a category that involves two properties, either disjunctively or conjunctively related (e.g., Neisser & Weene, 1962) . Typically, this difference also corresponds to a difference between categories defined by a single dimension or two dimensions.
The past results are in some respects similar to our finding that people find it easier to learn categories with many MIPs over those with MOPs, which corresponds to within versus between-dimensional matches. It is important to point out, however, that past demonstrations of preference for unidimensional categories have almost always been confounded with the overall number of features involved. For example, the difference between Shepard et al.'s (1961) Type I and Type II rules could be illustrated by the following contrast. In the Type I rule, all green items are in Category A; in the Type II rule, all green triangles and white squares are in Category A (see Figure 1 of Shepard et al.) . Thus, the Type II rule not only involves more dimensions, it also requires listing four properties rather than just one. Similarly, the finding that subjects prefer to create unidimensional categories when given a choice corresponds to subjects using fewer features, not just fewer dimensions.
The design of the present experiments differs from those of most previous studies of category learning in that the dimensions have been separated from the values. That is, a given feature can appear in any of the dimensions, and so it is possible to use multiple dimensions without using multiple features. In our contrasts between MIPs and MOPs, the complexity of the categories in terms of the feature values was held constant across conditions; the difference was in whether the features tended to appear on one dimension or on two or more dimensions. This design provided a controlled test of the importance of dimensional alignment, holding constant the featural complexity.
A model that is theoretically akin to some aspects of this work is a recent proposal by Nosofsky, Palmeri, and McKinley (1994) . They argued that subjects attempt to learn categories by seeking a unidimensional rule, which is modified by more complex rules or learned exceptions if it is not successful. It seems likely that such a model would predict the advantage of our MIP structures over the MOP structures. Most of a MIP category could be learned by a unidimensional rule, but this is not true of a MOP category (e.g., see Table 1 ).
To this extent, Nosofsky et al.'s (1994) model, RULEX, can accommodate our results. It is not possible, however, to account for other results of ours by the simple claim that subjects prefer unidimensional categories, because this claim has no explanation for the MOP advantage over no-matches. It seems that subjects notice and use features that appear in different stimulus dimensions, even though they prefer to focus within dimensions where possible. It does not seem possible for RULEX to account for the advantage of MOPs over no-matches, because it has no comparison process that identifies matches across dimensions to be used to form rules. On the other hand, we do not see any reason in principle why cross-dimensional matches couldn't be incorporated into the model. Our point in raising the issue is not to criticize RULEX but to argue that both MIPs and MOPs need to be taken into account by any model in explaining category learning. Past results and theories have to some degree addressed the advantage of withindimension matches, but they have not simultaneously addressed the use of cross-dimension matches.
Similarity as an Explanatory Construct
We have been discussing models of similarity and their influence on category learning throughout this article, as it was research on similarity judgments that led us to the present experiments. This connection raises the question of exactly how similarity is involved in category learning and representation. As we mentioned at the beginning of the article, similarity has been criticized as being too broad a concept, depending on too many contextual variables to be able to explain concept learning (see Medin, 1989; Murphy, 1993; Murphy & Medin, 1985, for critiques; Goldstone, 1994 , provides a review and a partial defense of similarity). For example, it is well known that the rated similarity of items depends on the knowledge of the people rating them, the other items that are present in the task, whether the rating is of similarity or dissimilarity, and which item is mentioned first in the comparison, among other factors (Bassok & Medin, 1997; Medin et al., 1993; Tversky, 1977) . One argument that can be made in light of these effects is that once all of the variables that explain similarity judgments are accounted for, one will no longer need the concept of similarity itself--it will have been replaced by an understanding of knowledge effects, order effects, set effects, and so on.
In this light, how should one interpret findings of the sort presented in our experiments, in which similarity is (apparently) varied? First, we should note that our manipulations were in terms of the concrete variable of matching features, not overall "similarity." Nonetheless, we believe that studies of similarity in category learning do provide some helpful information that can constrain a theory of concepts. In our view, the present findings and similar results that demonstrate effects of similarity on category learning provide an important piece of information on how stimulus structure influences the category-learning process. This kind of information is not tied to a specific categorization theory but is data that must be accounted for by any theory. In this view, the "similarity structure" of the stimulus set is a general description of some properties of the stimuli, and a complete theory must say why it is that some structures are easier to learn than others. In order to form a complete theory, however, researchers need to construct a more detailed processing model, in which specific claims about the nature of the category representation and the learning process are spelled out, rather than simply relying on references to similarity.
It might be possible for our results to be accommodated by theories that do not incorporate a notion of similarity per se. For example, if a theory argues that learners are attempting to form rules that separate the categories (see Nosofsky et al., 1994) , it would have to explain how those rules predict the superiority of categories with many MIPs and why MOPs influence learning. It could well be possible for such an account to describe a rule-formation process that demonstrates these phenomena. Such a theory might well not refer to "similarity" at any point, but its account of rule formation might nonetheless predict that "similar" stimulus sets are easier to learn. The effects of MIPs and MOPs could arise through comparisons of exemplars or comparisons of exemplars to a category representation during the learning process, even if similarity per se is not computed. Thus, the use of similarity in this study is primarily a way of describing different kinds of stimulus structure; it does not imply that category learning relies on similarity computations themselves.
Conclusion
Similarity is a useful predictor of category learning: Within-category similarity facilitates category learning, and between-category similarity hurts category learning. The present results have shown that recent work on alignment models of similarity have important implications for category learning. Feature matches within the same dimension are extremely helpful in category learning; however, feature matches across dimensions are also noticed and used. Most current models of category learning do not explain both of these effects and therefore require appropriate changes in their representational assumptions to account for these data.
